KENNY MORGÁ IS 54 YEARS OLD, single and lives in Sundance, WY. Influenced by his father, Kenny started hunting small game and Whitetail deer at an early age.

At age 14, he took an interest in taxidermy and began to work with a local taxidermist. This taxidermist began to take Kenny along on turkey and waterfowl hunts. Kenny quickly picked up on "the calls." As he got older, he started to guide waterfowl hunters on the Eastern shore of MD. By the time he graduated high school he was guiding and hunting anything he could.

His real passion was bow hunting. He taught himself to shoot a bow and how to repair and set up archery equipment. His father, a lifelong police officer, discouraged Kenny from thinking about going into law enforcement and together, they opened a hunting and fishing supply store. 11 successful years of running one of the largest outdoor stores in the VA area, was taking a toll on his father and he wanted to retire. Taking time away from the shop every fall, Kenny was able to travel west and hunt Bear, Elk and Antelope. His passion for hunting was shared with many friends and family members. Knowing Kenny was closing the shop, Kenny’s friend and longtime Seven J guide, Todd Hoover, introduced Kenny to Jeff and Deb Smith in 1994 at the Eastern Outdoor show in PA. Jeff invited Kenny to come out and give guiding a try. In 1995, Kenny started guiding for Seven J Outfitters and has helped Jeff and Deb and their clients for 25 years.

Kenny has been a true asset in helping Seven J Outfitters become a successful business. Whether he’s calling in turkeys in the spring, putting up blinds for Archery Antelope, hanging stands for Archery Whitetail Deer, stalking Mule Deer and Antelope for Bow or Rifle or Bugling in Bull Elk, he has guided many hunters to success. His passion and love for hunting, shows in all aspects of his guided hunts. He has a TRUE talent for hunting. His patience, knowledge, skills and people skills are second to none. Many a hunter have been rewarded with his talents. Seven J has been blessed having Kenny as a guide for 25 years. Jeff feels Kenny is a true asset to the whole Outfitting industry. It is guides like Kenny, that bring hunters back to hunt Wyoming, year after year.
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